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With camera in hand, Momoko

Sudo headed from her Schenley

Park home to the Biltmore Hotel

gym for her morning workout. It

was June 10, and the sun was

bursting through the clouds

after an early-morning shower.

The demure 39-year-old

Japanese artist paid particular

attention to the raindrops on the

leaves. She planned to

photograph them.

Drawn by the picturesque entry

into Coral Gables via Coral Way,

she crossed Red Road and

strolled along a sidewalk until

she spotted a police officer

sitting on his motorcycle talking

on a cell phone. Thinking it a

good image, she snapped a

photo and continued walking.

"Come here!" Ofcr. Nelson

Rodriguez barked. Then he

demanded her camera. Soon he

deleted more than 150 photos.
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deleted more than 150 photos.

He ripped out the memory card

and slammed it on the sidewalk.

"I was very upset," says Sudo,

who stands five feet two inches

talls and considers herself a
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talls and considers herself a

passive person. "But I didn't

want to say anything because he

was very big and angry."

The incident is one of at least

four that have occurred in

Miami-Dade County over the

past year in which

photographers have ended up

arrested, handcuffed,

threatened, intimidated, or

accused of being a terrorist. (I

spent 16 hours in jail as a result

of one of them.) Taken together,

they raise the question of

whether the First Amendment

means anything anymore.

"Officers do not have the right

to seize cameras, look at the

images, or delete the images,"

says Oregon attorney Bert

Krages, who wrote The Legal

Handbook for Photographers: The

Rights and Liabilities of Making

Since the terrorist attacks in

2001, authorities across the

United States have been

cracking down on

photographers — even though

none of the 9/11 terrorists or

others in recent cases is known



to have snapped pictures. The

past year has seen a particular

increase. Among the cases:

In May, Russian photographer

Stanislav Arkhipov was jailed

four nights for trespassing after

he shot pictures of a natural gas

tank in Lynn, Massachusetts. A

judge dropped all charges

against Arkhipov, who said he

simply enjoys taking photos of

industrial sites.

Last month, a paparazzo was

arrested for stalking after he

photographed a pregnant Jamie

Lynn Spears at a gas station in

Louisiana. Edwin Merino was

standing more than 200 feet

from Britney's sister. The name

of the town was Liberty. His case

is still pending.

In November 2006, Bogdan

Mohora was collared after he

snapped photos of cops making

an arrest in Seattle. He was

standing across the street.

Police, who kept him in a jail cell

for an hour, eventually agreed to

pay an $8,000 settlement and

passed a new policy on dealing

with photographers.

And in the nation's capital, Rep.



And in the nation's capital, Rep.

Eleanor Holmes Norton (D-D.C.)

recently announced she would

hold hearings to discuss police

harassment of tourists at the

city's main train station. "No one

[should be] forbidden from

taking photos of the beautiful

and historic Union Station," she

stated in a letter to her

constituents.

Unfortunately in Miami, no such

advocate for photographers has

stepped up. And it's much

needed here. Consider the case

of visual artist David Rohn, an

eccentric 57-year-old gay man

with a penchant for dressing up

as females in the name of art.

On June 15, Rohn ended up

handcuffed for two hours after

Miami Police saw him shooting

pictures of himself dressed as a

Muslim woman in a parking lot

near Biscayne Boulevard and

NE 79th Street.

After placing his camera on a

tripod, Rohm took five photos.

Then a female police officer

pulled up and drew her gun. She

ordered him to place his hands

against his truck. Within

minutes, several more cop cars



minutes, several more cop cars

appeared. They tried to decipher

whether Rohn was a terrorist

plotting his next attack. "They

didn't tell me why they had

handcuffed me," he says. "But

they told me they had to wait for

a special operations officer to

come. When he arrived, I

showed him pictures of me in

different costumes and he

realized I was just an artist."

Although police released Rohn,

they warned him not to return.

"They told me I needed a permit

because I was doing commercial

photography," he says. "But it

wasn't commercial; it's artistic,

and there's a difference."

Regardless, he doesn't believe he

should have been handcuffed

for two hours for a simple

permit violation.

And then there is the case of St.

Thomas University adjunct

English professor Lamont

Missick, a soft-spoken man who

was confronted by a Miami-

Dade Police officer last year in

the university parking lot as he

was photographing a dent on

his car. Ofcr. James Hanna

approached and said he was on



approached and said he was on

Homeland Security detail

(which his boss, Sgt. Jose Lugo,

later acknowledged was false).

After Hanna reviewed Missick's

license, he peppered him with

questions and accusations and

suggested he was a member of

Al-Qaeda. "It was a very tense

situation," Missick says. "He was

somewhat imposing and very

The professor demanded

Hanna's name and badge

number, which were covered by

a patrol jacket, but the officer

refused to divulge the

information. So Missick

snapped his picture. After the

confrontation, he took his

camera to a local precinct,

where another officer identified

the photo of Hanna.

The same day, Missick

complained to police, but

internal affairs investigated and

didn't sustain the allegations.

The professor appealed to the

Miami-Dade Independent

Review Panel, which confirmed

Hanna refused to identify

himself. The panel

recommended that cops display



recommended that cops display

their badges. No disciplinary

action was taken against Hanna.

My own case was perhaps the

most tendentious. I was arrested

in February 2007, when on

assignment for a now-defunct

website called Category305

(which was started by two

New Times staffers). I

was standing in a construction

zone and decided to photograph

five officers for a story about

renovations and the reduction in

crime along Biscayne

The cops immediately ordered

me to leave the area. I replied I

had every right to be there. A

sergeant grabbed my arm and

escorted me across the street.

"Keep moving," several officers

said at once. But I continued

snapping photos, which I

believed necessary to document

the cops' behavior.

Several officers grabbed me

from behind and tripped me so

that I fell first onto my knees

and then banged my head

against the pavement. They

handcuffed me and dragged me

into a police car. I spent the next



into a police car. I spent the next

day in the main jail inside a cell

with as many as 50 people. I was

charged with nine counts,

including disobeying a police

officer, disorderly conduct,

obstructing justice, and resisting

arrest without violence.

Last month my case went to trial

before Judge Jose L. Fernandez.

During two days of testimony,

one of the officers, Maykel

Baluja, said he feared I would

use my cameras as weapons

against him. Another, Anthonius

Kurver, claimed I got "violent"

when I began snapping photos.

But he was unable to explain

why I was charged with resisting

arrest without violence instead

of with violence.

After two days, the jury chose to

convict me only of resisting

arrest without violence. I was

sentenced to a year of probation

and 100 hours of community

service. I'm appealing.

Sudo, the Coral Gables woman,

is also battling authorities. Less

than an hour after the incident,

she filed a complaint with the

Coral Gables Police Department.
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Coral Gables Police Department.

Then she began writing about

the incident on her website. On

June 24, Gables Lt. Theresa

Silverio informed her that

Rodriguez had been

reprimanded for his actions.

Strangely, a

memo from

Gables Police

Chief Michael

Hammerschmidt to City

Manager David Brown, dated

June 26, alleges Sudo told

Silverio she did not want to

pursue the matter further.

Sudo denies saying such a thing.

"They never even asked me for

anything in writing," she says.

"It's like they didn't want any

evidence about what had

Now she plans to file a written

Meanwhile, she has retrieved

most of the deleted photos with

recovery software. Among them:

the one of Officer Rodriguez



sitting on his bike while chatting

on a cell phone. "It's like he had

something to hide," she says.

"Because why else would he get

so upset that I took his photo?"

Carlos Miller is a Miami
multimedia journalist who
runs Photography Is Not a
Crime, an award-winning
national news site about
First Amendment issues
and police abuse.
CONTACT: Carlos MillerCarlos Miller
FOLLOW:
Facebook: Carlos MillerCarlos Miller
Instagram: carlosmillercarlosmiller
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Customs Wait
Times at Miami
International
Airport Are
Notoriously Bad
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If misery loves company,

tourists newly arrived in Miami

can rest easy knowing that

Miami International ranks among the worst customs wait times in the
Photo by Jimmy Baikovicius / Flickr
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can rest easy knowing that

going through customs here

basically sucks for everyone. It's

so bad, in fact, that Miami

International Airport (MIA)

ranks among the worst customs

wait times in the nation when it

comes to processing

international travelers.

That's according to a new

analysis of federal data by the

Dubai-based property search

website Bayut, which crunched

the numbers on wait times for

the nearly 80 million foreigners

who flew to the United States in

2018. The report has good and

bad news for Florida airports,

but mostly bad. Orlando's two

main airports — Orlando

International and Orlando

Sanford International — ranked

worst and second-worst in the

nation when it came to average

customs wait times, with more

than 25-minute waits at each

airport. Miami International

came in at 11th, with an average

wait time of almost 17 minutes.

Palm Beach International, on

the other hand, had the nation's

shortest average wait time last

year — just 4.7 minutes.

https://www.bayut.com/mybayut/waiting-airport-border/
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year — just 4.7 minutes.

So what's

behind the

mini-

eternities

endured by

the jetlagged

masses

visiting the

Magic City?

The short answer is volume.

Miami International had more

than 10.5 million international

passengers in 2018, compared to

just 53,000 in Palm Beach.

Only two airports — JFK in New

York and Los Angeles

International — had more

international traffic than MIA

last year. JFK's wait time was

MIA and FLL Airport Workers
Announce Strike; Booker and de
Blasio to Attend Rallies

Just in Time for Thanksgiving,
Miami's Airport Ranked Among Most
Likely to Delay Your Flight

Miami International Voted One of
the Worst Airports in the World
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two minutes longer than that of

Miami International, while

LAX's was about the same as

Miami's. The Tampa and

Orlando Sanford airports were

especially bad when considering

the relatively low number of

international visitors they

Still, traffic isn't everything.

O'Hare International in Chicago,

for example, handled about 485

incoming passengers every 15

minutes. Miami processed only

350 in the same amount of time.

Although it might seem like

there's never a good time to wait

in line at MIA, the report's

authors found that arriving late

will likely make the entry

process breezier: Landing in

Miami between 10 and 11 p.m.

saves almost ten minutes of

waiting compared to arriving

around noon. As for the least

busy holidays for international

travelers to visit the States,

Thanksgiving and New Year's

are your best bet, according to

Manuel Madrid is a staff
writer for Miami New Times.
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Trump Jr., Gaetz,
and Prominent
Conservatives to
Attend Huge
Conference at
Trump Doral

OCTOBER 10, 2019 | 9:00AM

Last year's American Priority

Conference was, according to

attendees, a bit of a joke.

According to a Politico reporter

who went to the inaugural

event, the conference — pitched

as some sort of yearly gathering

for people who love Donald

Trump and "American

nationalism" — played to a lot of

Donald Trump Jr. will speak at this week's American Priority
Conference at Trump National Doral Miami. / Photo by Gage
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empty seats. Those who did

attend wound up getting to see

former Trump White House

Communications Director

Anthony Scaramucci state that

the people behind the QAnon

conspiracy theory had been

"right about so many things."

Well, like many things in

Trump's orbit, the American

Priority Conference has

returned despite the fact that

seemingly few people wanted it

in the first place. But although

last year's event occurred in

Washington, D.C., this year's

conference is set to take place at

Trump National Doral Miami, a

place for people who enjoy

spending thousands of dollars

for cool-ranch-flavored food.

According to scores of recent

news articles, business has

plummeted at the golf resort

since Trump took office — it is

perhaps not a coincidence that

one of the speakers lined up for

the conference happens to be

Donald Trump Jr., who is

allegedly one of the folks

running the Trump

Organization.

https://www.politico.com/story/2018/12/07/american-priority-conference-trump-1052214
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To make something of an

understatement, the event will

be really, really weird. The

conference schedule includes

many of Trump World's general

hangers-on and bit players: the

extremely jacked Judicial Watch

guy Tom Fitton, Turning Point

USA founder Charlie Kirk,

Project Veritas head honcho and

repeated lawsuit defendant

James O'Keefe, et al. But the

event lineup also includes

people who hold, or once held, a

certain amount of power,

including former Press

Secretary Sarah Huckabee

Sanders and current Florida

Congressman Matt Gaetz.

The event's agenda is, likewise,

bizarre. Today's sessions seem

like fairly normal political

conference fare (there's a lesson

on digital fundraising, for

The Six Shadiest Trump Doral Events
Since Donald Became President

Trump Says He Wants to Host Next
Year's G7 at His Doral Resort

Trump's Doral Golf Resort Is
Hemorrhaging Money, According to
New Report
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on digital fundraising, for

example), but the speeches set

for Friday and Saturday include

"Tyranny 2.0: How Google

Influences Elections,"

"Memetics," "CO2: The Myth in

Global Warming," "How the Left

Has Poisoned Our Schools," and

"The Left's LGBT Manipulation."

Frankly, though, the only thing

that truly matters here is that,

around 8 each night, the lizard

people and hobgoblins

attending this thing will

apparently dance to some

strange and absolutely

mismatched nonsense. Tonight,

actor Robert Davi will

sing Frank Sinatra. Tomorrow

night will bring something

called the "AMPFest After Dark

Carnival" (a cursed phrase if we

ever read one), during which the



semi-infamous pro-Trump EDM

duo Milk N Cooks will

apparently play sick tunes such

If, for whatever reason, you

stumble upon, say, Dinesh

D'Souza passed out with a

lampshade on his head or

Congressman Gaetz trying to do

the worm, please do your

patriotic duty and email New

 the footage.

Jerry Iannelli is a staff
writer for Miami New
Times. He graduated
with honors from
Temple University. He
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master's degree in
journalism from
Columbia University.
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Miami Is the Most
Paradise comes at a steep price. / Photo by joiseyshowaa / Flickr
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Miami Is the Most
Rent-Burdened City
in America, Study

OCTOBER 10, 2019 | 8:00AM

Another week, another study

telling us what we already know

about Miami's housing

affordability crisis: The rent is

too damn high, and residents of

the Magic City are more

burdened by rental costs than

those of any other U.S. city.

An analysis by Apartment List

shows 62.7 percent of renters in

Miami are cost-burdened, the

highest percentage of the

nation's 100 largest metro areas.

Nearly 34 percent of Miami

renters spend half of their

income or more on housing.

Apartment List, a rental listing

company, analyzed rental cost-

burden rates — defined as the

percentage of renters who

spend more than 30 percent of

their income on housing — using

data from the U.S. Census

Bureau's American Community



Nationally, the housing

affordability metric has moved

in the right direction over the

past few years, but it recently

"took a U-turn," according

to Igor Popov, a chief economist

with Apartment List. There were

229,000 more cost-burdened

renter households in 2018 than

there were in 2017 in the United

States. That figure has increased

by 2.8 million since 2008.

"They aren't able to afford the

place where they live," Popov

says. "At that point, things get

really tough."

Florida leads the nation in

housing unaffordability, the

study shows. The Sunshine State

has the highest cost-burden

rate, with 56.5 percent of renters

spending 30 percent or more of

their income on housing.

For Aspiring Homeowners, It Doesn't
Get Much Worse Than Miami

Miami Millennials Spend Five More
Years Living at Home, Compared to
Older Generations

First-Time Miami Teachers Spend 72
Percent of Income on Rent, New
Report Says
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their income on housing.

In Miami, keeping a roof over

your head can mean staying in

your parents' home longer than

desired or living with a

revolving door of roommates. It

also means competing for

housing against millionaires and

"We actually see a large rise in

the number of high-income

renters," Popov says. "Now more

than ever, people with six-figure

salaries and higher are much

more likely to be in the rental

market as they used to."

Popov says

many of these

high-income

renters are

either

uninterested

or unable to

own homes.

"That puts pressure on the

rental market and pressure on

affordability," he says.

With Miami-area housing prices

rising faster than wages, renters

are already pressed — making a

measly median income of

$41,558 in 2018. The Apartment

https://www.miaminewtimes.com/news/miami-has-most-millennials-living-at-home-in-america-11275570
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$41,558 in 2018. The Apartment

List study also looked at

whether a household making

the median renter income could

comfortably afford the median

rent, which was $1,360 in Miami

in 2018. Miami scored poorly on

that metric too: The analysis

shows a household making the

median renter income would

need to spend 39.3 percent of

that income to afford the

median rent.

If you, a median renter, want to

live in a city where you can

comfortably afford the median

rent, you'll have to move to

Dallas, Phoenix, Charlotte, St.

Louis, or Minneapolis.

Alexi C. Cardona is a
staff writer at Miami New
Times. A Hialeah native,
she's happy to be back
home writing about
Miami's craziness after
four years working for
Naples Daily News.
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Decision Could
Open Challenges
to Miami-Dade's
LGBTQ Protections

OCTOBER 9, 2019 | 3:28PM

The nation's highest court will

soon decide if it's legal to fire

someone based on gender

identity or sexual orientation —

and Florida activists are

watching closely to see how the

decision will affect the LGBTQ

community in the Sunshine

Yesterday the U.S. Supreme

Court heard arguments in three

workplace discrimination

lawsuits that could expand

federal employment protections

to include sexual orientation

and gender identity. Orlando

Gonzales, the executive director

of the Miami-based LGBTQ-

rights organization SAVE, was in

Washington, D.C., to join

supporters outside the

"It really makes you realize how

relevant and important

decisions are at the Supreme

Court level," Gonzales says. "The



Court level," Gonzales says. "The

impact of those decisions

ripples across the country and

trickle down to the state, county,

and local level."

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 forbids discrimination

on the basis of race, color,

religion, country of origin, or

sex. Many courts have

interpreted "sex" to include

gender identity and sexual

orientation, but it is not explicit

in the federal law. At the heart of

the Supreme Court's inevitable

decision is whether the Civil

Rights Act should extend to the

LGBTQ community.

Florida is one of 26 states

lacking a law protecting LGBTQ

people from workplace

discrimination, meaning

employees can be fired from

LGBTQ Groups Question Wynwood
Pride, Claim It's a Moneymaking

After Criticism, Miami-Dade Police
Will Develop New Trans Rights

Five Moments in Miami's LGBTQ
History, From 1937 to 2015
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employees can be fired from

their jobs simply because they

are gay or trans. There's also no

rule that prohibits

discrimination in housing,

service, public

accommodations, or even

healthcare. An attempt to

reform the law and prohibit

discrimination — the Florida

Competitive Workforce Act —

was quashed in 2016. Current

legislation in the Florida House

would reform the state's Civil

Rights Act of 1992 to include

sexual orientation and gender

identity, but it also provides a

backdoor for adhering to the

law by keeping religious

The only protections for

Florida's LGBTQ community

come at the local level. For

example, Miami-Dade has a

countywide ordinance that

forbids workplace

discrimination.

"Miami-Dade's Human Rights

Ordinance has created a safe

haven for our community in

South Florida," Gonzales says,

"but if you take one step out of

the county, there are no

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/0120
https://www.myfloridahouse.gov/Sections/Bills/billsdetail.aspx?BillId=66628
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the county, there are no

protections in the state and no

protections on the federal level."

Some observers fear that a

negative Supreme Court

decision could disrupt Miami-

Dade's protections. Because

decisions on discrimination are

made not just at the local level,

it could open opportunities to

legally challenge Miami-Dade's

Human Rights Ordinance. But

Jon Harris Maurer, the public

policy director at Equality

Florida, says he believes those

arguments would fail in court.

"Miami-Dade's Human Rights

specifically

establishes protections for

gender identity and sexual

orientation in the law," he says,

"but federal law and the Florida

Civil Rights Act only provide

protections on the basis of sex."

If the

Supreme

Court were to

rule in favor

of expanding

protections

for LGBTQ

workers,

however,

https://www8.miamidade.gov/global/humanresources/fair-employment/commission-on-human-rights-board.page


however,

Florida employees would stand

"A positive ruling from the

Supreme Court would quickly

expand employment protections

in Florida under federal law, and

it would have strong

implications for how we

understand 'on the basis of sex'

in the Civil Rights Act," Harris

Maurer says.

Two of the cases heard by the

Supreme Court involve men

who were fired for being gay.

Gerald Bostock lost his job as a

county government employee in

Georgia after joining a gay

softball team. Don Zarda,

meanwhile, was terminated

from his position as a skydiving

instructor on Long Island for

telling a female customer he was

The Supreme Court also heard

the story of Aimee Stephens, a

transgender woman fired from a

Detroit funeral home after

informing her boss she would

begin transitioning to her real

identity. Hers is the first trans-

rights case to reach the Supreme

https://www.aclu.org/cases/rg-gr-harris-funeral-homes-v-eeoc-aimee-stephens


Court, although Dee Farmer was

the first trans litigant to appear

before the justices in a landmark

1994 prison-rights case.
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